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The Analogy Of Sales
Now, I don't claim to be Platonian, but I do think that analogies are a great tool for helping people
understand my particular area of expertise - sales. In keeping with that, I've created a series of
some of my better analogies in the hope that they provide some of those "ah-ha" moments which
are so valuable to improving your sales force.
Analogies for Boosting Sales - omghub.com
How Steve Jobs’s Mastery Of Analogies Sent Apple Skyrocketing The simple language trick is a big
key to business innovation. A desktop, after all, wasn’t always on your computer.
How Steve Jobs’s Mastery Of Analogies Sent Apple Skyrocketing - Fast Company
It should come as no surprise that Apple makes the list, as along with Jobs, the company may have
the most famous analogy ever used in product messaging. To describe the new software interface
of the Macintosh in 1984, Jobs drew the analogy to something we’re all familiar with: our desktop.
The Persuasive Power of Analogies: How the Coolest Brands Sell Product
Retail sales training is all about finding new ways to connect to shoppers, new ways to say
something so another person can easily understand and so you can close the sale. I spent a lot of
time in the coffee business. One of the drinks we offered was the iced, blended mocha. As we
opened up new ...
Retail Sales Training: Grow Sales With Analogies
The Sales Analogy. Many sales people do not really understand what they are supposed to do. They
think their sales call objectives are pitching sales to prospects to get deals. Well, that is partially
true and mostly false. The real job of a professional sales person is to be a diagnostic master.
The Sales Analogy - ADVISA
Sales people like to be actively engaged. They like to be entertained and they like their fast
thinking brains to be challenged. Metaphors, quotes, analogies and stories will help you to succeed
as a ‘high impact’ sales leader. Some good examples of sales leadership quotes
Using Analogies, Quotes & Stories for High Impact Sales Leadership Communications Sterling Chase
Analogy of Sales presents a handful of these in order to explain how to succeed in sales.There are a
hundred different sales strategies from a thousand different authors writing a million different
books telling you what is right.
The Analogy of Sales: Steven Emerson: 9780595349425: Amazon.com: Books
A lot of people in the sales and marketing profession enjoy sports, and certain games are awesome
descriptors for your pipeline, the state of your accounts, and key performance indicators.
Best Sports Analogies for Sales - LinkedIn
A simple and powerful tool to help prospects understand your message is an analogy. Yesterday a
client sales rep was in a competitive situation, searching for a new way to help a prospect
understand his company’s level of expertise.
Sales Tip: Use Analogies to Make Your Point - Sales Manager Now
In sales, it's tough to cut through the clutter, be remembered, and make things happen. If so, you
might want to consider using metaphors. According to presentation expert Anne Miller, these signs
are key indicators that a metaphor will help you: Your client is confused. They're stuck on an
objection.
Words That Sell: Using Metaphors to Drive Sales - Jill Konrath
Analogies = sales If you’ve read this blog for awhile, you know I believe in the power of storytelling,
especially analogies. If you want to talk about the importance of your employees
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understanding/believing in your company’s brand, why of course you’d talk about little red wagons .
Analogies = sales - McLellan Marketing Group
Why Sales is like Fishing There are countless analogies that describe sales people as hunters.
Actually, selling is less about pointing a weapon at a single visible target, and more about finding
unknown customers that exist in the depths of the market.
Why Sales is like Fishing — ClearEdge, Inc. | Sales and Marketing Strategy - Ideas with
Impact | Marketing Strategy from ClearEdge
There are some excellent analogies here for marketing (I especially liked the fishing analogy) and I
would like to share my own as well. My analogy to branding is to look at it like the structure of a
shamrock from leaves to roots.
Marketing is like…. What’s Your Analogy? - Branding and Marketing - Branding and
marketing information for business professionals
The main purpose of analogy in language is to bifurcate two elements, which may be based on
concepts, relationships, phenomenon, etc. The bifurcation is created with an intention to compare
the two things so that the reader can relate to something that reflects their similarity.
These Popular and Famous Examples of Analogies are Pure GOLD - penlighten.com
Golf/Sales Analogy. It’s pretty simple, unlike closing out a major tournament. Just ask Dustin
Johnson. Oh, not a golf fan? Then just ask Dustin Hoffman how difficult it is to be in a hit movie on
the back nine of your career. And if for some strange reason you don’t know who Dustin Hoffman is,
the Golf/Sales Analogy can still raise your game.
Working on Your Game: The Golf/Sales Analogy | AllBusiness.com
4 Sporting Analogies To Make You A Better Leader. Lead. ... If your sales team keep telling you how
many great new leads they have created but cannot show you the closed sales, then it infers you ...
4 Sporting Analogies To Make You A Better Leader | Inc.com
You Can’t Sell Everything to Anyone (or, The Car Analogy) By Kevin on May 18, 2012 in Sales. 0. ...
Too often, sales representatives want to say yes to any business, at any cost, to win a deal. Their
motivation is usually psychological (closing a deal feels great; be low on the rack and stack board
feels terrible) and because they want the ...
You Can’t Sell Everything to Anyone (or, The Car Analogy) - Kevin Kruse - NY Times
Bestselling Author, Keynote Speaker | NY Times Bestselling Author, Keynote Speaker
10 Analogy Examples Like any other literary sample device, Analogy is used in enhancing the
meaning of a composition and is also used in helping the readers in creating a visual image in their
minds as well as relationships goals and connections when they would read something difficult or
sensitive by comparing one thing to the other.
10 Analogy Examples | Examples
Business Analogies, Similarities, Comparisons between Growing a Business and Other Common
Activities. These interesting business analogies can make us realize how similar making business
decisions are with very different situations. Each of the following analogies illustrate how we plan,
make decisions and take action.
Business Analogies - Examples, Lists, Ideas, Thoughts
Analogy of Sales presents a handful of these in order to explain how to succeed in sales. There are
a hundred different sales strategies from a thousand different authors writing a million different
books telling you what is right. It is probably safe to say you will not have the time to read all these
books, but you will never forget building ...
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sales force management 11th edition, sales strategies for small business, life of a salesman, dan kennedy
ultimate sales letter
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